UNIVERSITY COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Notice of Meeting
Tuesday, December 19, 2023

I. Approval of the Agenda and Minutes
   Action Requested: Approve the agenda and minutes.

II. Chair's Report

III. “Viewpoint Neutrality”

IV. Consultation with the Academic Senate Leadership

V. How to Argue for Inclusion of CAFs Onto Local Executive Committees

VI. How to Create Better Understanding of the Role of Academic Freedom and Shared Governance on Individual Campuses

VII. The Public and Media Response to the Testimony of the Three College Presidents (Penn, Harvard, and MIT) in Congress and the Challenges Posed to Public Understanding of Academic Freedom

VIII. Plan for the Initiative to Promote UCAF onto Academic Council

IX. Follow-Up on Issues Reported from Individual Campuses or that Members Believe are of Common Concern and Campus Reports